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About WMA
Web Marketing Academy (WMA
India) is the most preferred highly
rated Digital Marketing Training
Institute located in 12th Main, Indira
Nagar Bangalore, India. We are
endorsed by Christ University,
Official Partners for IIM Bangalore
Digital Marketing Workshop and
trusted by the industry.

Our mission

Why we love what we do

To
evangelize
Digital
Marketing in India and
empower the next generation
of
leaders
in
digital
transformation. We give
them skills and expertise to
reach the top, matched with
the critical thinking and
leadership capabilities to
stay there.

The passion for digital, social
media marketing and the need
for internet marketing education
helped us start Web Marketing
Academy. Since 2002, for more
than 17 years, our founder &
instructors have helped some of
the world’s leading companies
maximize profitability through
digital media marketing.

Apart from regular training,
we
provide
Custom
Corporate Digital & Social
Media Training Programs
consulting, workshops for
brands/MNC’s,
Small
Business
CEO,
CMO,
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What is Instagram?
Instagram is a mobile, desktop, and internet-based
photo-sharing application and service that allows users
to share pictures and videos either publicly, or privately
to pre-approved followers, founded by Kevin Systrom
and Mike Krieger in October 2010 only for ios users

After 2 years of testing the platform, it was launched for
android users in 2012.
Presently, there are over one billion accounts on
Instagram worldwide.
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How did the name come to INSTAGRAM?
Instant Camera + Telegram = Instagram
The primary objective of Instagram when it was
launched in 2010 was to share instant mobile photos and
apply different hues via a filter. and connect with people
Hence the name Instagram is derived from an instant
camera (also known as a polaroid camera) and telegram.

Why Instagram?
People come to Instagram to get inspired and discover
things that include content from brands and businesses
as well.
Unlike other platforms like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
or Pinterest, on Instagram you can’t simply post a link to
an article leading to your website. There’s more to it than
that.
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How to use Instagram for Business?
Before starting to understand how to use Instagram for
business, there are 3 things that are very important for
any business to start with,
• Understand
(Algorithm)

the

platform

how

it

works

• What are the Goals and Objectives
• Who is your Target Audience?

How to use Instagram for Business?
In June 2018 Instagram first time came up with a
detailed Algorithm.
In order to understand what is an algorithm, let us
assume, you are following 500 people on Instagram.
When you open your Instagram account, you would like
to see what have these people posted. If these people post
approximately 2 posts daily, that means your newsfeed
is ready with 1000 posts. However, to view all of these
1000 posts, imagine the time it would take. It is noted
that people spend 53 minutes on average on Instagram.
The delivery of these posts on our newsfeed is based on
several factors like – chronological order, post
engagement – likes or comments, etc.
To make it simple, Instagram algorithms are a way of
sorting content/posts in a users' feed based on relevancy
instead of just publish time. It prioritizes which content
a user sees in their feed first by the likelihood that they'll
actually want to see it.
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How Instagram’s Newsfeed Works
The following three main factors determine how a user’s
Instagram newsfeed works.

Interest - How much you
care for content
How much Instagram
predicts
you’ll
care
about a post is based on
your past behavior on
similar content, the
actual content and your
search. The more you
interact i.e. “like” or
“comment” on that post
or search for particular
content, the higher it
appears in your feed.
Eg: Explore page:
If I search for “cakes” in the Explore feed,
this indicates Instagram that I am interested
in cakes. As and when I like or comment on
one of the posts of a cake, my explore page
will start serving with relevant cake posts.
Now if someone from my following list, posts
a video or picture of a cake,
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Instagram’s going to predict that I’ll like
that, purely based on my past behavior and
interaction. And hence, Instagram will
decide to serve me that particular post first
on my news feed.
Timeliness - How recently the post was shared
Instagram wants their user to see fresh content
that’s why with the new algorithm, Instagram
will serve the content of the last 2 or 3 days first,
with prioritization for recent posts over the old
ones.
For Eg:
if your friend posted a post, but you opened
your Instagram after a week, chances are
that Instagram will not serve you that post
first, because according to Instagram, the
content is old, not fresh. So when you open
your Instagram, in the newsfeed you will
first see the most recent post from the last 2
days first. When you are done watching all
the posts from the last 2 days you will receive
a message within the newsfeed that ‘you are
all caught up’ (shown in the image).
This means Instagram has shown you all the
new posts from the past 2 days and whatever
post you will see after that will be the older
posts.
So if you are using Instagram for business or
if your objective is to reach more people you
should post at least 1 post in 2 days.
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Relationship - How close you are with the person/
account
Here, Instagram will see how much you interact
with other accounts. The more you interact and
engage with posts - like commenting, liking,
sharing, mentioning or tagging, the more content
from that account will be served on your newsfeed
first.
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Beyond
the
abovementioned core factors,
there
are
three
additional signals that
influence rankings, they
are:
Frequency:
How often you
open Instagram,
as it will try to
show you the
best posts since
your last visit.

Following:
If you follow a lot of people, Instagram will
be picking from a wider breadth of authors
so you might see less of any specific person.
Usage:
How much time you spend on Instagram,
the more time you spend the more you are
digging into it the more good content
Instagram will serve you

What are the Goals and Objectives
• Awareness
• Engagement
• Educate
• Leads/Sale

• Want to become
an Influencer
• Traffic
• Entertain
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Who is your Target Audience?
Age group, Interest, Demographic

Instagram for Business:
Once you decide to use Instagram for business, set up
an Instagram Business account to give people more
information about your products, service or business.
With a business account you can:
• Get insights into your followers and how they
interact with your posts and stories
• Add information about your company, such as
business hours, location and phone number.
(Call to Action)
• You are allowed to run Instagram Ads

Types of accounts on Instagram
• Personal Account
• Professional Account
• Business Account
• Creator Account

Personal Account:
A Personal account can be a private or public account.
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Instagram permits anyone to see your profile and
photos by default. In a public account, anyone can
follow your account and engage with your posts.
Setting your account to private means only your
followers can see your posts, stories, and comments.
Plus, new followers must “request” to follow your
account – which you can accept or deny.
Example of Personal / Public account
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Professional Account:
The professional account is mainly for people who are
using Instagram for a purpose and the purpose could
be anything like to sell products, or to showcase
creativity/skills or to use it for specific business
(institute, restaurant, services) or you want to become
an influencer.
So, there could be so many purposes to use Instagram
- for business or to showcase personal skills
That’s why Instagram recently came up with two types
of account under professional account
Business Accounts:
These accounts are mainly for businesses. So, who
should create this? Basically, these accounts are
for people who use Instagram for a local business
like a restaurant or an institute, or for a brand or
organization or any service provider.
Creator Account:
These accounts are mainly for influencers
basically for people who are using Instagram to
showcase their skills like an artist, influencers
(fashion, travel or food) or content creators or any
public figures.

How to Create a Business / Creator account?
There are two ways to create Business / Creator
account
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• You can switch your present account into a
Business / Creator account
• You can create a new account and then you
can switch that account into Business /
Creator account

Steps to switch from a Personal account
into a Professional account.
The additional advantage of using this option is your
present account followers will be automatically moved
to your business account, that means you don’t have to
start working on your business account from scratch
Also, keep in mind that if you switch your personal
account to a business account, all the pending follow
requests will be automatically accepted, as it becomes
a public account.
• Open your account
• Go the settings
• Select account
• Select switch to professional account
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• You will see 2 options (Business / Creator)
• Select the type of account
• Select the category that suits your account
• Connect your Facebook page (if you have, if
not just click skip)
• Add call to action

Note - You can switch back your professional
account to a personal account anytime
Open your account, go to settings

Select Account, Select Switch to Professional Account
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You will see 2 options (Business / Creator), Select the
type of account you want
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Select the category that suits your account

Connect your Facebook page (if you have, if not just
click don’t connect)
If your Facebook page is connected then whatever
you post on Instagram (post or story) you can share
that on Facebook at the same time.
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Steps to create a new Professional account
You can create a new account and switch that
account into a professional account.

Follow the same process as mentioned above

After creating your account the first most
important thing is to create your Instagram Bio.
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What is Instagram Bio?
Instagram bio is a summary of your business that will
be showcased on the top when someone visits your
account, Instagram Bio helps you to showcase your
brand’s personality and make it clear for people to
understand why they should follow you. You have 150
Character space for Bio.
What you should add in a Bio
• Instagram Bio Username and Headline (30
Characters) (Put Keyword in the Headline,
It’s searchable)
• Add Proper Category
• Explain who you are and what you do (your
current position)
• Add your Skills
• Add your Awards/Achievements
• Mention accounts if you are connected to
(not mandatory)
• Mention the objective to be on Instagram
• Make use of emojis
• Add your Location
• Add a website link
• Give a proper Call to Action
• Add hashtags
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Let’s understand with some examples
Instagram Bio Username and Headline (Put
Keyword in the Headline, It’s searchable)
For example,
I am a graphic designer and I am using
Instagram - Business account to showcase
my work and to get some designing projects.
Now, how will users search for my profile?
They will search with some keywords like
designers, graphic designers, graphic
designing, etc so these keywords should be
used in the Username or in the Headline.
In the below example,
The username is webmarketingacademy
because it's a brand name, very few people
will be aware of this name so they might not
search with this name. They will search for
something which is related to digital
marketing, so here you should identify and
understand what words (keywords) the
user will use to search then include that in
the name of your business.
So here we added ‘Digital Marketing
Institute’ so that if anyone searches with
this keyword, our account will come in the
search results.
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Add Proper Category:
Selecting
the
most
relevant
category
for
your
business
will help users
to understand
your
business
niche easily.
Click
Edit
profile
and
select category
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Add a description of your business:
Your Business description should describe
what your business is, what you do, and
why they need you. If you are in a specific
profession or industry niche or are known
for offering a particular service, then it is
important to make it clear in the
description in your Instagram bio.

Add your Achievements, Awards

You can also showcase the offers or sale to catch
user attention fast, also you can add some
announcement within bio if you are conducting an
event
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Mention other accounts that you are connected to,

Use hashtags, there are two types of hashtags which
you can use,
1. Branded hashtag, and
2. Relevant hashtag
It's always a good practice to add a branded hashtag in
your bio as a branded hashtag will help not only to drive
post engagement but also to create a community around
your brand. Like for eg, apple is using #ShootoniPhone
as their branded hashtag. And make sure to ask people
to use your branded hashtag in their post to get more
awareness.

Also, Myntra is using their branded hashtag smartly
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Also, Myntra is using their branded hashtag smartly

Be creative while using emojis, for eg use emojis as
bullet points to break up the text and make it easier to
read.
Make sure that emojis are relevant to your brand and
add value to your bio.
Also, breaking down your bio into a list or bullet format
with neat spacing helps people consume the
information easily.
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Add a website link, Instagram allows you to add only
one clickable link which you can add only in the bio.
Most businesses use their website link as their objective
is to drive traffic to their website. However it depends
on your objective what link you want to add, you can
add youtube link, event link, blog link, etc so use that
one link wisely. You can also keep on changing your bio
link depending on your business objective.

Last but not the least add a CTA button, Tell your
audience what you want them to do, and if possible, how
to do it.
For example, here Alex Beadon clearly mentions her
CTA, it's easy for a user to understand, also because of
this the quality of the link clicks also increases. Also
always give your email id or phone number always to
connect with people.
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Also always give your
email id or phone
number always to
connect with people.
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To add the CTA button just click on edit profile and
contact options and add the details.

Therefore, there are a lot of options or elements to
create a professional Instagram bio for your brand
and it's not necessary that your bio should be always
the same.
You can keep on changing the elements of the bio as
per your objectives, test it out what your audience
likes and what works for your business or brand.

What you can do on Instagram
• Publish Post in feed
• Create IGTV (Instagram TV) Videos
• Create Instagram Stories
• Instagram Live
• Run Instagram Ads
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We all know that Instagram is a photo-sharing
application but it's not enough for a business or a
brand to just add an image or video. You will have to
create content that you as a user would love to see.
Ask yourself why do you spend more time on
Instagram, what are you getting from this platform,
the answer is always - good content. The content
could be anything that you engage with, that
entertains you, that educates you, that gives you
some value or information. The same is with your
audience they also would be interested in either one
of these.
So before thinking about what post to add in your
account, understand who your target audience is,
what they expect from you, what they would love to
see?
To understand your audience’s behavior for your
business, do a proper competitor analysis. Find your
competitors on Instagram, understand who your
competitors are, what are they posting, how many
followers they have, how much engagement they are
getting, how frequently they are posting. This will
help you to understand what their followers are liking
and their followers are nothing but your target
audience. So by doing this activity, you are indirectly
understanding what type of content your target
audience likes to consume. Now to start creating
content, Instagram provides four forms of content.
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Types of Post on Instagram
• Image
• Video
• Carousel
• IGTV
Now whatever type of post you add, your content
should give some value or information to the user or
it should entertain your audience or it should
motivate or inspire your audience. Remember your
content will work only if you have an objective behind
the content.
Let's understand first what types of content we can
post and in what formats we can post,
Here are some ideas on what type of content you can
add,
• Add some offers
• Share ‘How to’ videos
• Conduct an interview
• Share tips and tricks
• Share updates related to your industry
• Showcase your skills, eg, photography
• Upcoming events (who should attend and why)
• Share some tutorial (eg, fashion or cooking)
• Ask some interesting questions
• Share some advice
• Add your podcast as a post
• Add some quiz
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‘How to’ videos or posts always perform well.
Why? Because it easily demonstrates how
to do something in an easy and accessible
manner. And also it’s useful content and
easy to create, you can use Canva to create
such creatives.
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Create an engaging
post by asking some
question or quiz

Inspire your audience by sharing some inspirational
stories
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Share
some
advice
content, which you think
your users need or will be
useful for them

Educate user with the updates and trends,
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Show
your
audience
behind the scenes of
how a product is made.
TheBodyShop is a great
example

Users love to get entertainment in different forms, who
said only memes or videos can entertain you, Akshar
Pathak entertains his audience by adding content which
their audience can very much relate to.
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Share your content in
different ways, Convert
your podcast into a
post

Instagram is also known for theme-based Accounts

What are Theme-based accounts?
Accounts that follow a specific pattern, for eg, special
color or design are called theme-based accounts.
Having a theme-based account helps because when a
user visits your account the first thing that catches
their attention is the theme.

Different types of theme-based account
• Accounts with the same background
• Tiles theme
• Bold text theme
• Row theme
• Colorful theme
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• Puzzle theme
• Black and white theme
• White border theme
• Grid theme
• Single line theme
Accounts with the same background

Colorful Theme
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Tiles Theme

Bold Text Theme (Titles)
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White Border Theme

Puzzle Theme
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Grid Theme

These themes will help you to make your account
very eye catchy and attractive.
Remember, all the posts should provide some value,
whether or not you follow a theme-based account.
The objective is to always make your content useful
for others. It is not mandatory to use a theme for
your account.

What is Timely Content / Trend Jacking /
News Jacking?
Newsjacking is a new trend and usually involves
marketing your brand through trending topics.
Newsjacking is when you leverage trending news to
elevate your brand's message.
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And it doesn't always have to be news specific to your
industry; it can be local and world news, too.
Businesses like Durex, Wendy’s, etc. are great
examples of brands that market through
newsjacking.
Here are some example of
participated in News Jacking

how

brands
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Diwali - The Sonpapdi

Brands Welcoming Instagram Dark Mode

Google Pay Rangoli Trend
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Good Practices for Post
• Add Caption (Limit 2200 characters)
• Add Hashtags (Limit 30 hashtags)
• Add Location
• Use Emojis
• Mention People / Brands
• Tag People / Brands
Ways to Reach more Audience on Instagram or
Good Practices to follow while posting on
Instagram.
Now that we have understood different
types of content that we can post, the next
and very important thing is to understand
how that content will reach more
audiences.
The objective here is to show our content to
a maximum number of people organically
and if they like they can follow us.
Let’s see what are ways to reach more audiences
organically on Instagram.
1. Use Right Hashtags
The best way to reach more people
organically is by using hashtags.
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for eg, recently the coronavirus is
trending and I would like to know what
is happening, what people are posting.
To see that I simply search with
#coronavirus and get the result. That’s
exactly how users search on Instagram.
The same applies to your business and
your content (Post). The related and
relevant hashtags should be used.
Now there are 4 types of Hashtags
• Branded Hashtag
• Relevant Hashtag
• Geo Hashtag
• Trending Hashtag
A Branded hashtag is the unique
hashtag that you use for your business,
and that could be anything simply your
brand name or product name or maybe
any concert name (we have already seen
examples of branded hashtags in bio).
The main purpose to use a branded
hashtag is to make people use your
hashtag to get more awareness, the
more people use, more reach and
awareness you get
Relevant Hashtag is specific to your
post. Relevant hashtags can be many,
depending on your content, for eg, I am
talking about food in my post then #food
#instagfood #foodlovers will be my
relevant hashtags.
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Geo hashtags are location or areaspecific hashtags.
Trending Hashtags a trending
hashtag is one that is being used more
than usual, as a result of something
specific that is happening in that real
time, it is the same as newsjacking and
timely content as explained with
examples above (google pay rangoli,
instagram dark mode).
Now understand Hashtag page has 2
Sections
• Recent - based on time
• Top - based on engagement (the
objective is to reach here)
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How to Search for Hashtags
Instagram explore
Simply go to Instagram- Explore feed
and search with any hashtag. For
example, search for ‘marketing’ and go
to Tags, you will get a list of hashtags,
pick any one that is relevant and then
you get related hashtags for more ideas.
Related hashtags
Go to Instagram- Explore feed and
search with any hashtag. For example,
search for ‘marketing’ and go to Tags,
you will get a list of hashtags, pick any
one that is relevant and then you get
related hashtags for more ideas.
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Using Website IQ Hashtag
• Go to Website IQHashtags
• Click on hashtag research
• Enter the hashtags (only 5
hashtags you can search for free)
• Enter Min Max Value of number
of posts

Here I searched with hashtag marketing
and I got a list of hashtags with a number
of posts. This is one way to find relevant
hashtags.
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Now once you get the list of hashtags,
categorize them into 3 parts
• Low Competition Hashtags (less
than 300K post)
• Medium Competition
(300K - 1M post)

Hashtags

• High Competition Hashtags (1 10M post)
And pick them based on the number of your
followers
• If you have less than 1K followers,
use 20 low hashtags and 9 medium
• If you have followers between 1 10K, use 20 low hashtags, 7 medium,
and 2 high competition hashtags
• If you have followers between 10 50K, use 14 low hashtags, 10
medium, and 5 high competition
hashtags
• If you have more than 50K followers,
use 10 small, 10 medium, 5 high
Note: Within these hashtags, you will use
one branded and one geo hashtag, and you
have to test out with the hashtags it’s not
always necessary to use all 30 hashtags.
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2. Use GeoLocation :
Some Instagram users search not only
for hashtags but also for specific
locations. Using the geolocation is
equally important as using hashtags.
You can also discover images that
feature your brand but you aren’t tagged
in. That’s a proactive way to find new
followers and expand your Instagram
reach.
3. Always share your post in Stories:
This is one best way to take people to
your post from stories, as maximum
people see the stories first and then the
posts. Therefore, in this case, the
chances of missing out on your posts by
people are less.
All you have to do is go to your post, click
on the airplane icon and you will see the
“Add post to your Story” option. Click on
that and it will take you to the story and
add some stickers or text and share.
Make sure when you’re adding text to
your Story write about why they should
tap in to check out that post.
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4. Connect with Instagram Influencers:
The simplest way to reach a larger
audience is to connect with Instagram
influencers. These influencers can help
you to promote your business, get leads,
create more awareness through their
followers. All you have to do is search for
the relevant influencers. You can start
off with micro-influencers. Don't select
influencer’s based on the number of
followers but always select based on the
engagement they are getting for their
posts.
You
can
use
tools
https://
www.peoplemap.co/
or
https://
klear.com/ for influencer research.

Content Calendar
Last but not the least, create a content calendar based
on whatever content we have discussed. A content
calendar will help you to be consistent.
Here is the sample content calendar which you can
use for your business.
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IGTV

What is IGTV?
IGTV / Instagram TV is a longer form of
vertical video content. Normally, on
Instagram, we can upload only 1 min video,
but if we want to add more than 1 min video
we use IGTV. Accounts with less than 10K
can add video up to 15 mins, whereas
accounts that are verified or have followers
more than 10K can add up to 1hr of video.
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Why Should You Use it?
First of all IGTV videos are in a vertical
format that will catch user attention easily,
and there are several advantages of IGTV if
you are using it for your business.
• It can drive traffic
• It's easy
• Preview on Instagram
• Videos get more interaction
• Categorizing content is easy
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Here are the things which you should know
• The length of your IGTV video should
be more than 1 Min
• You cannot boost your IGTV in feed
• Your IGTV video title and description
will be taken as a caption for feed
• Your feed Insights and IGTV insights
will be separate
• If people are commenting from the feed
it will appear under IGTV video too
• You cannot control the preview of the
video, it will automatically take first 1
min of your IGTV video
• This feature is also available for web
• If you delete the IGTV video, then the
Preview video will be deleted from the
profile and home feed, but if you delete
the Preview video, the original IGTV
video will still remain
• You can add a clickable link in IGTV
description
Steps to get started with IGTV
• Create your channel
• Upload video that is 1 min longer
• Select the thumbnail
• Add Title and Description
• Add to Series
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• You will get the option “Share preview on
Instagram” make it ON
• The first 60 seconds of the video will be
published to your feed
• And also the IGTV preview video will
appear on your Profile as a post.
• Click upload and done
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What Can you post on IGTV?
• Deliver Tutorial Videos to Highlight
Product Features
• Host Q&A
• Feature Customer Success Stories
• Explain New Updates
• Explain Specific subject Topic
• Show fashion tutorial of When to wear
What
• Now you can also share your Live video
on IGTV
• Show behind the scenes
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Example of how The Quint is making use of IG
Series to categorize the content

Garyvee following same pattern for thumbnail
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Get a “Swipe up” feature using IGTV:
We can get swipe up feature on Instagram
stories only if we have more than 10K followers,
but this is not the case for people who use IGTV
videos, yes if you use IGTV videos or IGTV or if
you already have IGTV video uploaded in your
account, then you get this swipe up feature. All
you have to do is
• Create an Instagram story or upload a
picture from your story.
• You will get link option on top of your
story
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• Click and it will take ask you to add
your IGTV video link
• Once you add that the viewer will see
swipe up option in your story

This will be very useful for businesses that want
to drive traffic to their website.
The only thing here when users click the link
they will be directed to IGTV video only, now if
you have to redirect them to a website, then use
IGTV description where you can add clickable
links.
So be creative to take people from story to IGTV
and from IGTV to website.
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Instagram Insights
What is Instagram Insights?
Instagram Insights is an inbuilt analytics
tool that helps us to measure the performance
of our account and let us understand in detail
the interaction happening in our account. It
helps us to see the performance of individual
posts and understand what content is
working not working.
Note: People who are using Professional
accounts only will be able to see insights for
their accounts.
Let’s see how to check insights for Individual
post
Open the post for which you want to see
insights and click on view insights
• It will show you
• Number of like
• Comments
• Shares and
• Saves
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Now swipe up to see the detailed insights of
this post.
First thing you will see here is Profile visits
and Reach
Profile Visits – The number of times your
profile was viewed
Follows - How many people followed you
from this post
Reach - Unique accounts who saw your
post
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Scroll down you get 2 options Interaction and
Discovery
Interaction :
This set of Insights measures the action that
people take when they engage with your
account. It will be visiting a profile or clicking
any CTA. In the below example the
interactions which happened are only profile
visits
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Discovery :
This set of Insights measures how many
people see your post and out of that it will
also give the percent of people who were not
following you and also where your post
appeared (impressions), how many times it
was show and where

From Home – People who saw the post from
their feed
From Hashtags – People who discovered
your post by a hashtag search
From Profile – People who found your post
from your profile page
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From Other – It will be Posts shared via
direct message, posts that were saved, posts
you’re tagged or mentioned in, post
notifications where you were tagged or
mentioned, and posts that show up on the
Following tab in Notifications
From Location – People who viewed your
post from a location feed
From Explore – People who searched for
keywords or saw your post on an Explore feed
Now from this post let's understand what is working
and what is not working,
For this post we can see - 37 shares and 153 likes,
that means users are liking it.
Also, 130 people saved this post means people are
getting value out of it.
So that gives you an idea that this type of post will
work for your account as your audience are liking it.
Also, the most important thing to check is - if you are
getting new followers or not, people are visiting your
account but are they following or not, if they are not
following after visiting then you will have to work on
your profile appearance.
As we discussed in detail the concept of hashtags,
this post insights are helping us to understand
whether our hashtags worked or not.
If your hashtag is working don't use the same
hashtag in the next post, Instagram will consider it
as spam and it will not give impressions. So keep on
testing with the hashtags.
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Now just the way we checked the insights of one
specific post, similarly follow for other posts, check
the insights and understand what worked, this will
also give you an idea or help you to understand what
to post next, it will help you to plan your content
calendar as well.
Now let's check the insights of our complete account,
to see that click on the

Once you click on Insights you get 3 options
Content :
Under content, you will see the post, stories
or promotions you added this week and it will
also show insights of posts you added in the
last 2 years
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Activity :
The Activity tab will tell you the interactions
that took place in your account this week.
Basically, it will show you the performance of
the week.

Audience :
Audience tab will give you a better
understanding of who your followers are and
where they live, as well as it will show how
many people followed you and unfollowed you
and in which day

Overview:
In the overview, it will show how many posts
or stories you added this week. Now to see all
the post you added in the last 2 years just
click see all and you will land to all the post
page
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Now in the below image, you can see the post which
got the highest reach, Instagram gives you the option
to sort your insights, you can sort insights based on
Type of post - (all, photos, videos, and carousel posts)
Time (days) of post - (7 days, 30 days, 3 months, 6
months, 1 year, and 2 years)
Interaction of post - Like, comments, shares, save,
reach, impressions, profile visits, etc)
These filters give you the best options to measure
your best performing content, the combination to
measure the success
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In the below image you can the post which got the
maximum number of Reach in last 1 year,
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In the below image, you can the post which got the
maximum number of saves in the last 1 year,
Now this will help me to understand what type of
post my users like the most, so next post will have to
post like this.

Activity :
The Activity tab will tell you the interactions
that happen in your account this week,
basically, it will show you the performance of
the week.
This is the most important part of insights to
understand how your weekly content
calendar performed. This insight will show us
how many reach and impressions we got this
week and out of which, how many
interactions happened and how many people
clicked on any CTA button and most
importantly it shows numbers by daywise too.
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Activity :
The Best part is for all interaction it gives you
a comparison from your last week’s activity.

Reach – The number of unique accounts that have
seen your posts
Impressions – The total number of times your post
has been seen
Profile Visits – The number of times your profile
was visited
Website Clicks – The number of times your website
was clicked it could be because of the post you added
Emails – The number of unique accounts clicked
CTA Email
Get Directions – The number of users who tapped
Get Directions
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Audience :
Audience tab will give you a better
understanding of who your followers are and
where they live, as well as it will show how
many people followed you and unfollowed you
and on which day.
Audience insights you only get once you get
100 followers.
Audience Insights will give you insights into
• Growth of your followers (Followed,
Unfollowed)
• Top Locations (Cities, Countries)
• Age Range
• Gender
• Followers active time (hours and
days)

Growth
of
Unfollowed)

your

followers

(Followed,

This helps you to easily understand the
growth of your account. If somebody
unfollowed you - the day (date) will help you
to understand and think why somebody is
unfollowing you.
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Top Locations (Cities, Countries)
This information helps you better understand
whether your content is reaching the current
audience or not.
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Age Range and Gender

Followers active time (hours and days)
And last and the most important insights, at
the bottom of the Followers section, you’ll find
two graphs that show when your followers are
most active on the network. This will help to
decide what time our followers are active so
that we can post that time to reach more
people.
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Instagram Insights is the best tool to know more
about your audience, what they like, what content
they engage with, use and understand this valuable
data when you create content for these audiences.
More Instagram Analytics Tools
• Social rank - https://socialrank.com/
• SquareLovin business/home/

https://squarelovin.com/

• Pixlee - https://www.pixlee.com/instagramanalytics
• Keyhole - http://keyhole.co/
• Iconosquare - https://pro.iconosquare.com/
• Picture.io - https://picture.io/
• Simply
Measured
https://
s i m p l y m e a s u r e d . c o m /
#sm.0001dmepuqehmczsx971gcdyeji0e
• Union Metrics - https://unionmetrics.com/
product/instagram-analytics/

Instagram Stories
What is Instagram Story?
Instagram Stories is a feature within the
Instagram app where users can capture and
post related images and video content in a
slideshow format. In both apps, content is
available for only 24 hours from the time of
posting. Stories allow the addition of text,
drawings, and emoticons to images or video
clips.
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What is the purpose of Instagram Stories?
The idea behind Instagram Stories was a
simple one. The intention was to allow people
to share “moments” of their day quickly and
easily. These could be in the form of a series
of photos or videos. Then everything that you
put together for your Story would become a
slideshow on Instagram.
Why should a business use Instagram Stories?
400 Million+ accounts use Instagram Stories
every day, Instagram stories help businesses
grow and reach their audiences fast, it helps
businesses to engage with their audiences
easily and regularly by using amazing
engagement stickers, also stories help to
drive traffic to your website.
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Ways to REACH out to more Audience through
Stories.
• Use Location
• Use Hashtags
• Use Mentions
• Go Live
• Share your post in Stories
Use Location :
Stories with a tagged location always result
in higher engagement than stories without a
tagged location. Adding location helps people
understand from where you are and also if
your account is public, your story will appear
in those location stories, which will give you
more impressions and reach.
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Use Hashtags
Hashtags are more trending nowadays on
Instagram and now you can follow hashtags
too and this is one of the reasons you should
use hashtags in your stories. When someone
is searching through a hashtag, your
Instagram stories with that hashtag will
appear at the top of the feed, making you even
more discoverable. Try to use location
hashtag, relevant hashtag or generic hashtag
for more reach.

Use Mentions
Mentioning people in a story is a good way to
connect and let them know that you are
talking about them in your story. This will
help them to reshare your story in their
profile.
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Go Live
Live video on Instagram is another good way
to get engagement and awareness for your
business or profile. The best thing about
Instagram live is “Notification” whenever you
are going live, Instagram will send a
notification to each of your followers which
increases the chances of getting more viewers
for your live video. After finishing Live video
you can share it in your story for 24hours &
save your live videos
What makes Good Live Video?
With Live Video you can tell your story, your
way you can interact with your community in
real-time You can Reach people around the
world
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• Tell the objective of the video in the
beginning 10 to 15 sec
• Give people time to join
• Interact with viewers
• Invite a friend
• Manage the conversation with pinned
comments.
• A pinned comment will remain visible
on the bottom of the screen, to both you
and viewers, while other comments will
continue to appear above it in realtime.
Share your post in Stories
Another good way to drive people from your
Stories to your feed. All you have to do is go to
your post click on the airplane icon and you
will see “Add post to your Story” option click
on that and it will take you to the story and
some stickers or text and share. Make sure
when you’re adding text to your Story write
about why they should tap in to check out
that post.
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Ways to get ENGAGEMENT through Stories
Instagram provides you with a lot of simple
and fast ways to get engagement through
your stories.

• Use Poll
• Add Emoji Slider
• Add Questions Sticker
• Use Quiz Sticker
• Use Countdown
• Sending link in Direct Message (DM)
Use Poll
A poll is a good way to understand how many
people are actually engaging with your story.
Try to add some poll in your story for e.g if you
planning to go live ask people when you
should go live
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You also get to know the names of people who
participated in your poll and it will show the answers
they voted for.
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How can you use polls for your business?
• Showcase your products and ask the
audience their favorite
• Educate your audience by asking some
questions
• Ask for next post ideas to your audience
(What they want from you)
• Tell them some facts and ask did you know
this?
Use Emoji Slider
This sticker you can use to ask people just to
give a rating (by using emoji) rather than
asking Yes or No, for e.g you can ask how
much they love this product or your picture.
You can see how many & who answered
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Add Questions Sticker
Allow your followers to share their opinions
by using Instagram “Question” stickers also
known as “Ask me a Question”. It’s a good
opportunity for you to understand what your
followers want. You can simply ask them
what content they would like to see more from
you and their responses will help you with
your next post.
Below is an example where we asked people
to share some tips for our new students
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Send the link in Direct Message (DM)
This is the best way to have a one to one
conversation with your follower and your
followers would love that you took the time to
respond to their messages. All you have to do
is add a story that will talk about a product or
maybe an ebook, and then you can say if you
are interested to know more DM us, we will
send you the link. In this way, you are
encouraging your followers to reach out for a
link.
Use Quiz Sticker:
Quiz Sticker is basically a type of multiplechoice question that you can ask your
followers and get the answers. The chances to
get more engagement for this sticker are
higher as the user will get some value out of
it and also if they give the wrong answer, they
will get the correct answer then and there
itself.
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Story Insights
You can easily view the story insight to
understand the performance of each of your
stories added. Also, the story viewers will not
be available after 24 hours.
Below is the example of our Story, total
people who viewed our story is 537, also the
interaction section will tell you actions taken
from your story, same as we discussed in the
post insights.
Here it will also show you how many people
have tapped your stickers (hashtags and
mentions)
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The most important insights for the story are the
navigation insights, this helps you to understand
your audience’s interest in your Stories based on the
Forward, Backwards and Next story,
Impressions – The number of times your Instagram
Story has been seen
Reach – The number of unique accounts that viewed
your Instagram Story
Exited – The number of times a user swiped away
from a specific story
Replies – The number of replies to a particular photo
or video in your story
Forward – The number of users that skipped this
Story post
Backward – The number of users that went back
from this Story post
Next Story – The number of taps to the next
account’s story
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Now how this metric will help?
For example in the below example

The total number of sticker taps is 657 out of which
backward taps are 71 which means users were
interested to see your previous story again, which is
a good sign. Forward indicates that the user was not
interested to stay for long within that story and
wanted to see what next, Next story indicates the
user was not interested to see all your stories and he
switched to the next account stories, which is not a
good sign.
Now the story insights are really helpful to
understand how effective your story content was and
helps understand your audience preferences.
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Instagram Ads:
There are two ways to run ads on Instagram
• From the Instagram App itself (Promote)
You can promote an organic post
• Image
• Video (1min)
• Carousel
• Story
• From Facebook Ads Manager (refer FB note for
this)
You can Create a New Ad
• Image
• Video - 120 Sec
• Story - 120 Sec
• Carousel (10 images/Video with link)
• Story Carousel - (3 img/video 15 sec each)
• Interactive Story Ad
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How to Create Instagram Ad from the App
Open your account and select the post you
want to promote, and then click the promote
button.
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Now once you click the promote button, the next step
is to select your objective.
Instagram provides 3 objectives
Your Profile - It helps to drive more visits to
your profile. Use this objective if you want the
CTA on your promotion as “Visit Instagram
Profile”
Your Website - Select this objective if you want
to drive more traffic to your website or any
landing page.
Your Direct Message - This objective prompts
people to send you a direct message, the CTA on
your promotion will be “Send message”, and it
will take people directly to your inbox.
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Select any Objective (here I am selecting profile visit)
Select Target Audience
Here you have 2 options
Automatic - here Instagram will target
people similar to your followers
Create your own - here you can define your
own audience based on location, interest and
demographic
Under location, you can either go with
regional targeting (where you can add
multiple locations (Cities/specific area)) or
you can go with Local targeting that is based
on your business address or current location.
Also, you can increase the radius up to 30KM
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Select Create your Own

Here you can select Regional targeting if you
want to show ads in multiple states or cities
and basically use this option if you want to
reach a broader audience. As you can see in
the above example I added 3 cities where I
want my ad to be displayed.
Under location, you can either go with
regional targeting (where you can add
multiple locations (Cities/specific area)) or
you can go with Local targeting which is
based on your business address or current
location. Also, you can increase the radius up
to 30KM
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Use Local targeting if you want to reach
people near your business location
For example, if I am running a cafe in
Indiranagar and its new year and I want to
promote an offer where I want more footfalls.
So, in this case, I might go with local
targeting because that will be more relevant
and the chance of them coming to my cafe will
be high, also I can increase the radius if I
want to reach nearby location people
Select the Interest and demographic

Now after adding location, it is very
important to select specific interests and age
groups of people for whom you are running
this as it helps us to reach out to relevant
people. Based on the interest you select,
Instagram will tell you the potential of people
you can reach.
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Add Budget and Duration:
The minimum budget which you can add to
start your promotion is 80Rs. Add your
budget and the duration, the more budget you
spend the more you reach out to people.
Instagram will also tell you estimated reach
based on the budget you add
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Add the payment method, see the preview
and click done

Once you add the payment and submit your
ad, Instagram will take anywhere between
minimum of 5 mins to maximum 24hrs to
approve your ad.
Also within the Instagram app, you run a
single image ad, carousel ad, video ad - 1min,
and single-story Ad,
IGTV you cannot
promote.
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Understanding promoted Post Reporting from
App

Promotional Clicks The number of clicks on links shared in your
promotion (here in the above example it means
314 visited profile as the objective was to visit
Instagram profile
Visit Profile The Number of people who visited your profile
(here numbers are from both organic and
promotion, to understand how many people came
from the promotion you can check the percent
below visit profile, it says 89% from promotion)
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Visit Website The number of people who clicked your Bio Link
(here it say 15 but 0% from the promotion which
means users visited profile but was not
interested to click bio link)
Saves
Number of people who save your post (here it’s
237, but Instagram doesn’t give insights for how
many people saved post from promotion)
Likes
Number of people who liked your post

Reach
The number of unique accounts that have seen
your posts (Here you will get a clear
understanding of how many people you reached
through your promotion, in the above example
93% new people we reached)
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Impressions
The total number of times your post has been
seen (here 73% of impression we got from
promotion)
Follows
The number of followers we got from this
promotion is 68
Spend
Total spend on this promotion is 480
Cost per click
So Cost per click = Total amount spent /
number of clicks
= 480 / 314
= 1.52
Cost per Follower
Cost per Follower
= Total amount spent /
number of followers got
= 480 / 68
= 7.05
Also, check the gender, age-range, and location of your
audience to understand whether you reached the
correct audience or not
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How to Create Instagram Ad from Facebook Ads Manager
Creating Instagram Ad from Facebook Ads Manager is
same as creating Normal Facebook Ad
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• Follow the same process as you do for Facebook Ad
• In the Ad set level, select platform Instagram
• Then you can select the placements
• If you want to do only Story Ad select Story as
placement
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Now let’s understand different Story Ads and
how to run a Story Ad
Single image / Video Story Ad

To create a Single image or Single video only story
ad, the only thing you have to do is select Instagram
platform from placements (as shown above) and then
select only stories.
Promoted post in stories
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Single Video Ad (which is shown in both feed
and stories)

Expandable Stories Carousel (which is shown
in both feed and stories)
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Single Video Ad (which is shown in both feed
and stories)

Steps to create Native stories carousel
• Open Ads Manager
• Select objective
• In the Ad set level select manual placements
• Select Platform Instagram
Placement Stories

and

select

• Go the Ad Copy level
• Select format Carousel
• And you can add 3images/video (15sec)
• Confirm and publish
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Interactive Stories ads or Story Poll Ads

To create an interactive story ad, follow the same
process as explained, only in the Ad Copy level select
Single Image / Video
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Instagram Resources
Instagram
for
Business
business.instagram.com/
Instagram
Press
(official
Blog)
about.instagram.com/en_US/blog/

-

https://
-

https://
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